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Unix in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2005
As an open operating system, Unix can be improved on by  anyone and everyone: individuals, companies, universities,  and more. As a result, the very nature of Unix has been  altered over the years by numerous extensions formulated in  an assortment of versions. Today, Unix encompasses  everything from Sun's Solaris to Apple's Mac...


		

Introducing MavenApress, 2014

	Introducing Maven is your quick start-up primer guide on Maven. This fully packed mini-book includes the new features and enhancements found in the latest version of Maven.


	In this short 100-page book, you'll learn all about Maven and how to set it up to use. You'll learn about the Maven life cycle and how to...


		

Critical Play: Radical Game DesignMIT Press, 2009
For many players, games are entertainment, diversion, relaxation, fantasy. But what if certain games were something more than this, providing not only outlets for entertainment but a means for creative expression, instruments for conceptual thinking, or tools for social change? In Critical Play, artist and game designer Mary Flanagan...





		

Tomcat 6 Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
While Tomcat is one of the most popular servlet containers, its inner workings still remain a mystery to many developers. If you only have a superficial familiarity of how this container actually functions, much of its power remains untapped and underutilized. This book will provide you with all that you need to undertand how to effectively use...

		

Version Control with SubversionO'Reilly, 2004
Version Control with Subversion  introduces the powerful new versioning tool designed to be  the successor to CVS. An introduction to Subversion is  followed by a guided tour of its capabilities. Later  chapters cover more complex topics of branching, repository  administration, and other advanced features.  If...

		

TortoiseSVN 1.7 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	TortoiseSVN is a popular and easy-to-use Subversion client for Microsoft Windows. It is a Windows Shell extension, and is not limited to any particular IDE. TortoiseSVN is a free software which has been released under the GNU General Public License.


	This book will help you to understand and use all of the features provided by...






		

Foundation Version Control for Web Developers (Foundations Apress)Friends of Ed, 2012

	Since you happen to be reading through the opening pages of Foundation Version Control for Web Developers then it’s safe to say you have some interest in finding out a little bit more about version control. It may be true that this new interest isn’t actually your own, but instead comes from a friend, colleague, or employer who...


		

Automating ActionScript Projects with Eclipse and AntO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Automating repetitive programming tasks is easier than many Flash/AS3 developers think. With the Ant build tool, the Eclipse IDE, and this concise guide, you can set up your own "ultimate development machine" to code, compile, debug, and deploy projects faster. You’ll also get started with versioning systems, such as...



		

Practical Subversion, Second Edition (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2006
Practical Subversion, Second Edition draws on the experience of its authors, Daniel Berlin and Garrett Rooneyboth Subversion project membersto guide you through a complete introduction to this popular code management solution. And this edition has been updated to reflect the most recent changes to the popular Subversion version control...






		

Version Control with Git: Powerful tools and techniques for collaborative software developmentO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Although some familiarity with revision control systems will be good background
	
		material, a reader who is not familiar with any other system will still be able to learn
	
		enough about basic Git operations to be productive in a short while. More advanced
	
		readers should be able to gain insight into some of Git’s...


		

Pragmatic Version Control Using SubversionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
This book covers the theory behind version control and how it can help developers become more efficient, work better as a team, and keep on top of software complexity. All projects need version control: it's the lifeblood of any project's infrastructure, yet half of all project teams in the U.S. don't use any version control at all. Many others...

		

PHP Objects, Patterns and Practice, Third EditionApress, 2010

	This book takes you beyond the PHP basics to the enterprise development practices used by professional programmers. Updated for PHP 5.3 with new sections on closures, namespaces, and continuous integration, this edition will teach you about object features such as abstract classes, reflection, interfaces, and error handling. You’ll also...
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